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you have a minute? LIZ: Yes, of course. What is it?来源

：www.examda.com CHRISTINA: I need you to help me set up for

my presentation Thursday morning. LIZ: Okay, what should I do?

CHRISTINA: Well, it isnt at this office. It’s over at the Dayton

Street office.Have you been there before? LIZ: Yes, of course. I have

to go there every Tuesday. CHRISTINA: Good. So you will have no

trouble finding it. LIZ: Whats the presentation about? CHRISTINA:

I will talk about developing sales through our website.All the branch

heads will be there, and most of the staff.来源：www.examda.com

LIZ: Will you need anything special for the presentation?

CHRISTINA: Well, I need the display monitor.But Tom can set that

up for me on Wednesday.I will need you to help with everything

else. LIZ: I suppose you need the whiteboard set up. CHRISTINA: I

need the whiteboard, and pens.I dont know if they have pens over

there. So you have to bring pens. And an eraser. LIZ: Alright. Thats

no problem. I will bring pens. Anything else? CHRISTINA: Well, Im

afraid it will be troublesome, Liz.You know what that office is

like.You will have to move some of the desks around to make

enough space.There will be at least twenty people. LIZ: So you need

me to set up fold-out chairs too.I can do that no problem.I will call

Mary over there and ask her to make sure they have enough chairs.

CHRISTINA: Thank you. I know they have that storage room



there.There are chairs in the storage room. LIZ: But I dont know if

there are twenty chairs. I might have to bring some from here.

CHRISTINA: And we need coffee too.Coffee and some pastries

maybe. The presentation is at ten AM.来源：www.examda.com

LIZ: I can go over there first thing in the morning.Do you want me to

serve instant coffee, or should I get it catered? CHRISTINA:

Catered? LIZ: You know. Get it from Starbucks.I can have Starbucks

make me a big thermos of hot coffee.And I can get the pastries there

too. Its easy. I can pick it all up in the morning. CHRISTINA: You

are a genius, Liz. I never thought of that.If you can do that for me, I

will be grateful. LIZ: Its no problem. I just think it’s much better

than instant coffee.And if we need pastries too, its easy to stop there.

CHRISTINA: Do you think you could get it all set up before ten?

LIZ: Of course. We need the display monitor, twenty chairs, the

whiteboard, pens,an eraser, and coffee and pastries. Anything else?

CHRISTINA: I cant think of anything right now.Youve set my mind
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